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Director’s message
Welcome to the 2019 Winter edition of Talking TIS. As the
year has progressed, we have seen the 2019 Federal
Election followed by the Machinery of Government (MOG)
organisational and functional changes in the
Commonwealth. This resulted in the return of migrant
services to the Department of Home Affairs, thus
streamlining the end-to-end immigration experience for our
clients. With these changes, TIS National has been
functionally realigned within the Citizenship and Social
Cohesion Group. Here in TIS National, we are optimistic
about the changes brought by the MOG and remain
committed to service excellence and engagement with
communities through providing interpreting services across
Australia. Our role is to enable organisations and
businesses to communicate with non-English speaking
audiences and for non-English speakers to independently
access services and information. We continue to look at
ways TIS National can enhance these services.
With the rapid advancement in language technology, TIS National focuses on technology-enabled delivery of
interpreting services through our Automatic Telephone Interpreting Service (ATIS). ATIS offers a seamless,
convenient, and intuitive self-service experience by connecting agency clients to non-English speakers through an
interpreter in 53 high demand languages. TIS National encourages all who engage with non-English speaking
clients to use ATIS as the preferred channel of telephone interpreting where possible.
In June, TIS National was one of the major sponsors of the 2019 Conference Internationale d'Instituts Universitaires
de Traducteurs et Interpretes (CIUTI) hosted by Monash University. The conference was attended by worldwide
industry leaders from 17 countries, where TIS National’s practices were recognised as the benchmark for government
language services worldwide. Offering an interpreting service 24 hours a day hour a day, every day of the year, TIS
National was also acknowledged as a world leading government interpreting service.
There is a lot of exciting work happening at TIS National aimed at making a meaningful contribution to the Australian
community through the provision of high quality interpreting services. We thank you for your continued support and
look forward to sharing exciting new developments with you in the future.
Rockiya Pirova, Director TIS National
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Expansion of the Free Interpreting Service for nurse
practitioners and pharmacies
The Free Interpreting Service aims to provide equitable access to key
services for people with limited or no English language proficiency.
Access to the Free Interpreting Service has recently expanded to include nurse practitioners and give pharmacists
more access to language services.
Nurse practitioners working in private practice can now access the Free Interpreting Service independently.
Previously, access was restricted to nurse practitioners who were working under the supervision of a registered
medical practitioner. This recent change recognises the patient care that nurse practitioners provide in advanced and
extended clinical roles.
Pharmacies have been able to use the Free Interpreting Service when dispensing medication, providing general
advice and delivering other general pharmacy services. Now they can also use the Free Interpreting Service when
providing services delivered under the Sixth Community Pharmacy Agreement. These include Medication
Management Programs and Medication Adherence Programs. These programs support people most at risk of
medication misadventure.

Changes to South Australian (SA) working with
children requirements
The South Australian government has introduced changes to the SA Working with Children Check (WWCC)
requirements as enacted under the Child Safety (Prohibited Persons) Act 2016 (SA) (Act) and the Child Safety
(Prohibited Persons) Regulations 2019 (SA) (Regulations).
The changes will have impacts on some of TIS National’s clients from South Australia. They also impact interpreters
working in South Australia and interpreters who provide services to South Australian clients from other states through
telephone interpreting.
The changes to the Regulations require that interpreters who provide child-related interpreting services within South
Australia will need to obtain a South Australian WWCC to continue working with children. National Police Certificates
(NPCs) and interstate WWCCs will only be accepted in the transition period until 30 June 2020. Existing SA screening
certificates will continue to be valid until their expiry date. The new SA WWCC will be valid for five years.
Please note that the changes only apply to on-site interpreting. Interpreters providing telephone interpreting will no
longer be required to obtain a WWCC. Previously, telephone interpreters were required to meet the legislative
requirements by holding an NPC, interstate WWCC or an SA screening certificate to provide child-related services,
however with the recent changes this is no longer the case.
TIS National is currently updating its systems and procedures to be compliant with the recent changes.
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Aged Care Diversity Framework

In July 2017, the Department of Health launched its Aged Care Diversity Framework. The framework design ensures
that people from diverse social, cultural, linguistic, religious, spiritual, psychological, medical, and care needs
backgrounds are able to access respectful and inclusive aged care services.
TIS National and the Department of Health have been working closely to service the aged care community, ensuring
that clients from culturally and linguistically diverse communities have the required level of access to aged care
services.
This year, TIS National Senior Account Managers Leni Karageorgiou and Julie Hallifax have been liaising directly
with aged care service providers to develop greater awareness and understanding of interpreting services available
to the sector, and to educate stakeholders on best practice when working with interpreters.
TIS National has been represented at a number of aged care forums and expos over the last six months, including:
•

Ethnic Communities Council of Victoria – State Wide Access and Support Meeting

•

West Metro Alliance - Diversity In Practice – North and West Metro Diversity Forum

•

Multicultural Communities Council of Illawarra (PICAC NSW and ACT) – CALDWays for Multicultural
Communities and Consumers in Newcastle

•

Multicultural Communities Council of Illawarra (PICAC NSW and ACT) – Cultural Competence in Service
Delivery in ACT

•

Forum on Consumer Engagement and New Aged Care Quality Standards in Moama

•

Southern Regional Alliance – Expo for CHSP, HACC/PYP providers

Through these engagements, TIS National has been able to outreach to over 1000 individuals.
If you are an aged care provider and interested in finding out more information about which aged care programs the
Department of Health provides funding for, please contact our dedicated Client Liaison staff on 1300 655 820 or
email tispromo@homeaffairs.gov.au.

Senior Account Managers Leni Karageorgiou and Julie Hallifax promoting TIS National’s role in aged care services.
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System enhancement
TIS National has released new functionality that aims to prevent the accidental booking of long interpreting
appointments in our job allocation tool - TIS Online. A visual alert is now included on the TIS National website for
pre-book telephone requests and in TIS Online for onsite bookings. The alert will trigger when a booking exceeds
6.5 hours in duration, prompting for confirmation that the booking is indeed required for the specified duration.

Example of alert message on the TIS National website for pre-book telephone requests

Example of alert message on TIS Online for onsite interpreter requests

Updates to TIS National language listing:
Zo (alternate name Zomi)
The language Zo, meaning ‘of the hills’, is a Northern Kuki-Chin language, originating in north-west Myanmar, but is
also spoken in North-East India. Previously the Zo language was listed as ‘Zo (alternate name Zomi)’. This caused
some issues given the name Zomi is also used as an alternate name for several other languages including Vaiphei,
Tedim Chin and Paite Chin.
In some instances interpreters listed as Zomi speakers were not able to converse in Zo. In response to feedback
received from our clients and interpreters, TIS National has amended this language to correctly differentiate Zo and
Tedim Chin as separate languages. TIS National has now removed reference to the name Zomi and have reallocated
interpreters under the languages Zo and Tedim Chin.
This change removes any problems that may have been experienced previously when requesting an interpreter in
the Zo language.
If you require any further information regarding booking interpreters for these languages or other languages, please
contact TIS National’s Client Liaison team on 1300 655 802 or email: tispromo@homeaffairs.gov.au.
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Automated Telephone Interpreting Service (ATIS)
At TIS National, we are committed to continuous improvement of our
services through the efficient use of technology. Our Communications
and Engagement Team has adopted the use of video conferencing
technology to educate internal agency clients across the Department of
Home Affairs and the Australian Border Force (Portfolio) about the
benefits of the Automatic Telephone Interpreting Service (ATIS).
A key business driver for the increasing ATIS usage across the
Portfolio is that it provides fast and easy access to interpreters in over
50 high demand languages for staff who provide services directly to
non-English Speaking clients with language needs. ATIS uses state of
the art technology that allows it to learn and continually improve its
recognition of variations in the human voice and pronunciation. ATIS is
a voice recognition channel that provides a seamless intuitive
experience to staff, streamlining connection to the highest credentialed
interpreter (where possible) 24 hours a day, every day of the year.
To learn more about the benefits ATIS as the preferred channel of
telephone interpreting or make enquires about your account details,
please contact the TIS National Client Liaison team by email:
tispromo@homeaffairs.gov.au or call: 1300 655 820.

How to get prompt efficient
service first time, every time
TIS National offers a variety of telephone interpreting services that have different access code requirements. These
access codes keep your account secure and efficiently capture billing information.
To access the Automated Translating and Interpreting Service (ATIS), you will be required to input your ATIS
account number, followed by a four (4) digit ATIS access pin number.
If you need a more specialised service requiring the assistance of a TIS National Contact Centre phone operator,
you will be prompted to provide your client code before proceeding with the call.
Having your unique codes within reach when accessing either ATIS or the TIS National Contact Centre will prevent
unnecessary delays and create a seamless experience in being connected to the highest credentialed interpreter,
where possible.
For enquires about your account details please contact the TIS National Client Liaison Team by email:
tispromo@homeaffairs.gov.au or call: 1300 655 820.
For ease in referencing your ATIS or account number details, please refer to the TIS National website. Here you
can print out a handy reference card to be distributed within your business/organisation: select the option ‘ATIS
help card (wallet size)’.
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TIS National working to support our regional neighbours
Language demand is constantly changing. The Pasifika community is growing as people from Pacific Islander
heritage settle in Australia. As a result, TIS National is experiencing growth in services for new and emerging
communities speaking languages from our immediate region.
While TIS National already offers services in a range of widely spoken languages from the region including Samoan,
Tongan and Fijian, we are looking to add more interpreters in these languages.
The Pacific region is home to many pidgins and creoles (such as Tok Pisin, Solomons Pidgin and Bislama). We
would also welcome panel members who interpret in these and other pidgins and creoles. TIS National has recently
added Cook Islands Maori (alt Rarotongan) to our language list to meet the demand for this Eastern Polynesian
language. We are also looking to recruit interpreters who speak Kiribati.
Papua New Guinea, our closest neighbour, is home to an estimated 800 different spoken languages, more than any
other country in the world. We have been recruiting interpreters who speak Tok Pisin to meet increasing demand and
now have eight service providers on our panel.
TIS National aims to meet the needs of Australians from diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds by actively
engaging with the community to recruit skilled interpreters. We welcome enquiries from interpreters who speak the
languages of our nearest neighbours. Contact the Interpreter Liaison team on 1300 132 621 (within Australia) or
email interpreters@homeaffairs.gov.au.

Currently not registered with TIS National?
Did you know that you could be limiting access to your business/organisation by not being registered with TIS
National? Being a TIS National client can help your organisation excel in providing eligible Australian citizens or
permanent residents with limited or no English language skills with equitable access to government and private
organisation services.
If you wish to experience all the benefits a TIS National Client, please register your agency refer to the TIS National
website: https://www.tisnational.gov.au/en/Agencies.

2019 Conférence Internationale Permanente d'Instituts
Universitaires de Traducteurs et Interprètes (CIUTI)
In June 2019, TIS National was one of the major sponsors of the 2019 Conférence Internationale Permanente
d'Instituts Universitaires de Traducteurs et Interprètes (or 'CIUTI' for short). The Conference was attended by
leaders in the industry and was hosted by Monash University, Melbourne. More than 200 delegates from 17
countries attended the global event, bringing together leading professional translators and interpreters from the
European Parliament, UN Security Council and 52 presenters from prominent universities in Asia, Europe,
Australia, and the USA.
This year's conference focused on the status and trends of translating and interpreting in the Asia-Pacific region
and global best practice for language service delivery. It provided TIS National with the opportunity to promote our
services to conference attendees with the view of building our network of 3000 highly skilled interpreters, and to
network with global industry professionals.
It was noted during the conference that Australia sets the benchmark for government language services worldwide
and has demonstrated best practice in two main areas of the language service provision:
TIS National’s 24 hour a day hour a day, every day of the year telephone interpreting service was praised as a
unique world leading Government service to support communication between English and non-English speakers.
The National Accreditation Authority for Translators and Interpreters (NAATI), which sets and maintains high
national standards for the translating and interpreting sector, was also recognised as having a best practice
certification model.
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TIS National
Connecting you, in your language
131 450
Client Liaison | Phone: 1300 655 820 | Email: tispromo@homeaffairs.gov.au

Useful links
Visit our website
Contact us
Provide feedback
Subscribe for e-Comms updates
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